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Music: The Art of Listening weaves the story of great music into the fabric of cultural and social

history to provide the reader with a context for developing appreciation. In a clear and accessible

format, Jean Ferris and new coauthor Larry Worster introduce music from across several centuries,

helping the listener develop techniques to fully appreciate music along the way. Using listening

guides, insights into the composers, and illustrations from other arts, Music: The Art of Listening

provides every student with a way to engage with great music and to carry that engagement into

their wider listening world.
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Finding out that this required textbook was not necessary since the professor posted all of the

information they wanted us to know did not allow me to truly appreciate it. What I did read on my

own I liked. It was informative and seemed well detailed concerning the different musical periods.

No need to buy the music CDs that go with the text. Go to You Tube, the way our professor did, and

listen to the music that way.

I used this book for a college basic music class that explored the History of Music and how to listen

to it. The book was interesting at some points, and the book should not be faulted for my bad

teacher.Interesting passages but overall rather drab. Very little modern, more influential music in my

opinion.If you have to get it you have to get it, but otherwise I would say pass on this textbook.



Don't buy this unless you're looking for a history on music. This book was very good at providing

information, but it was not one of the highlights of my college career.

Very informative book, the CDs are an amazing resource as well. Easy to read, covers music

through the ages eloquently.

well... it's a book that I needed for college so yeeah. it definitely helped being able to read my

homework material.

Excellentï¼•The product is full of high quality. It is a better choice to select the similar product from

this seller.

This textbook covers a wide variety and genres of music as well as defining the families of

instruments and how they have been used throughout history. A must read for anyone interested in

music even if you are not in the class. Highly recommended. Delivery was fast and efficient.

The book had a little water damage but it came with the cd so you still couldn't beat the price.
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